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Tax changes 
 

The National Housing Federation is the voice of affordable housing in England. We believe that 
everyone should have the home they need at a price they can afford. That’s why we represent the 
work of housing associations and campaign for better housing.  
 
Our members provide two and a half million homes for more than five million people. And each 
year they invest in a diverse range of neighbourhood projects that help create strong, vibrant 
communities.  
 
Housing drives growth with a speed and effectiveness few industries can match. It has a crucial 
role to play in the country’s economic recovery. The statistics speak for themselves. Every 
affordable home built generates an additional £108,000 in the economy and creates 2.3 jobs. That 
represents one of the highest multiplier effects of any industry – a greater economic impact than 
investment in health, offshore wind or financial services.           
  
In this submission we outline six tax changes that would maximise the role that housing 
associations can play in supporting the Government to meet its objectives. We recommend the 
Government should:  
 
1) Review tax and National Insurance as a benefit in kind for wardens and caretakers of sheltered 

housing 
2) Extend exemptions to Construction Industry Scheme regulations for subsidiaries of charitable 

housing associations  
3) Review the current upper threshold for the small-scale trading and miscellaneous income tax 

exemption 
4) Extend a reduced rate of VAT to the renovation of social housing 
5) Extend the reduced rate of VAT on the installation, maintenance, or repair of heating 

equipment to housing associations 
6) Extend the Stamp Duty Land Tax exemptions for housing associations 

 
 

 

1. Review whether tax and National Insurance are due on the benefit in kind associated with 
rent-free living accommodation of scheme wardens and caretakers 
 

1.1. Recommendation 

 

Living accommodation provided to wardens of sheltered housing schemes 

and full-time caretakers should be exempt from tax in accordance with 

S99(2) ITEPA 2003. 

 

That HMRC provides clear guidance in relation to the application of S99(1) 

ITEPA 2003 for scheme wardens and caretakers. 

 

1.2 Background 

 

In December 2005, HMRC amended the Employment Income Manual 

11342 to state that wardens would only be exempt (under S99(1) ITEPA 

2003) from tax on the benefit in kind charge on accommodation provided to 

them if they were “on call outside of normal working hours”.  This change 

came into effect for the 2006/07 tax year onwards. 
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EIM11342 was subsequently updated for caretakers and applied from the 

2010/11 tax year onwards. 

 

An exemption in relation to tax on living accommodation may also be due 

under S99(2) ITEPA 2003 if it can be demonstrated that the 

accommodation is provided for the better performance of the employee’s 

duties and it is customary for employers to provide living accommodation.  

In order for S99(2) to apply, the occupation needs to be listed as such in 

HMRC manuals.  HMRC manuals do not at present include caretakers and 

scheme wardens on the list as being exempt under S99(2) ITEPA 2003. 

 
1.3 Clarity required in relation to the application of S99 (1) ITEPA 2003 

 
Employers are having difficulty in establishing whether an employee is “on 
call outside of normal working hours” because HMRC has provided no clear 
guidance in relation to establishing “normal working hours.” In the absence 
of clear guidance, there is inconsistency across the sector about the 
application of S99(1) ITEPA and tax and employer class 1A National 
Insurance is being accounted for where it may not be due. 
 
Many resident scheme wardens and caretakers attend to out-of-hours 
emergencies as a “good neighbour” to residents or to address issues of 
anti-social behaviour. Employers are concerned about including this as a 
contractual obligation as attendance is infrequent and follows no regular 
pattern. If employers include a provision whereby employees are on call 24 
hours per day, this would oblige them to pay National Minimum Wage for 
24 hours each day which is clearly unaffordable. 
 
HMRC should clarify guidance in relation to S99(1) ITEPA 2003 so that 
employers can review their contracts of employment against clear guidance 
to ensure that tax and NIC are paid only where due. 

 

1.4  Background to the exemption under S99 (2) ITEPA 2003 
 

Wardens and caretakers are provided with accommodation for the better 
performance of their duties but the range of businesses that provide 
accommodation to wardens is diverse e.g. local authorities, housing 
associations and private retirement housing schemes. It is therefore very 
difficult for the sector to collectively gather data to prove that it is 
customary.  Therefore, whilst the first condition of S99(2) ITEPA 2003 is 
met, it is difficult to confirm whether the second condition is met. 
 
We consider that HMRC has not gathered data to understand whether it is 
customary to provide scheme wardens and caretakers with accommodation 
and have therefore not properly considered whether S99(2) ITEPA 2003 
applies to scheme wardens and caretakers.  

 
1.5 Representation and cost to Government 

 
In most cases, the benefit in kind charge is based on Gross Rateable 
Values of properties and the benefit charge returned on forms P11D is 
approximately £100 to £300 per year. The average annual tax and national 
insurance cost to the Exchequer for each scheme warden or caretaker is in 
the region of £34 to £102. 
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We request clear guidance in relation to S99(1) ITEPA 2003 so that 
employers can review their contracts of employment against clearly defined 
rules to ensure that tax and NIC is not being paid where it is not due. 
 
We consider that scheme wardens and caretakers should be exempt from 
tax on rent free accommodation provided to them under S99(2) ITEPA 
2003 and HMRC guidance should be updated to include such workers on 
the published list.   

 

2. Extend the exemption from operating Construction Industry Scheme (CIS) regulations to 
subsidiaries of charitable housing associations. 

 

2.1 Recommendation 

That subsidiaries of charitable housing associations be exempt from 

operating Construction Industry Scheme (CIS) regulations. 

2.2 Background  
 

A contractor is ‘any person carrying on a business which includes 
construction operations’ (S59(1)(a) ICTA 1988). 
 
Contractors are required to implement processes to operate the CIS 
regulations set out at SI2005/2045 (The Income Tax (Construction Industry 
Scheme) Regulations 2005). 
 
Many housing associations have charitable status and are exempt from 
operating CIS regulations in accordance with regulation 24 SI 2005/2045 
but the exemption does not extend to subsidiaries of the group that carry 
out construction operations.  
 
We understand that regulation 24 was enacted following representations 
from charities that they should not be subjected to the added and costly 
burden of CIS administration. 
 
Construction operations are widely defined and include some repairs. 
However the rules are extremely complex, making it costly and time 
consuming to examine invoices to identify the construction activity that 
must be reported to HMRC. 

 
2.3 Impact of operating CIS  

 
Operating the CIS regulations represents a significant increase in the 
administration burden and costs for contractors. 
 
Most of the construction activity carried out by subsidiaries of housing 
associations falls outside the scope of construction operations and, 
following a detailed analysis of construction activity and repairs work each 
month, many are required to report very small amounts on their monthly 
CIS returns. 
 

2.4 Representation and cost to Government 
 

Subsidiaries of charitable housing associations should be granted 
exemption from operating CIS regulations under SI 2005/2045 for any 
repairs work carried out on properties.   
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This change will not present any tax loss to Government. 
 
Extending this exemption to trading subsidiaries of charitable bodies 
operating under a common governance framework will be within the spirit of 
the original intension of regulation 24.  This will have no greater risk than 
the existing charitable exemption already in place and will be welcome by 
the charitable sector.  

 

 

3. Increase the upper threshold for small-scale trading and miscellaneous income tax 
exemption.  

 

3.1 Recommendation 

 

That Government agrees the “requisite limit” in Section 482(6) CTA 2010 

and Section 528(6) ITA 2007 is increased.  

 

3.2 Background  
 

At present, a charity is able to benefit from tax exemption for profits of 
small-scale trades (Section 526 CTA 2010 and Section 480 ITA 2007) and 
other miscellaneous income (Section 527 CTA 2010 and Section 481 ITA 
2007) where certain conditions are satisfied.   
 
In particular the exemption for such income only applies in so far as the 
sum of the small-scale trading income and miscellaneous income: 
 
a) does not exceed the “requisite limit” for the tax year; or  
b) the trustees had, at the beginning of the tax year, a reasonable 

expectation that it would not do so.   
 
The “requisite limit” is defined in Section 482(6) CTA 2010 and Section 
528(6) ITA 2007 as: 
 
a) 25% of the charity’s total incoming resources for the tax year; but 
b) must not be less than £5,000 or more than £50,000. 
 
The “requisite limit” for the purposes of the small-scale trading and 
miscellaneous income exemption is therefore the greater of £5,000 or 25% 
of the charity's total incoming resources, subject to an overall upper limit of 
£50,000.  
 
The exemption applies on an “all or nothing” basis. Therefore if the 
“requisite limit” is exceeded then no amounts can be treated as falling 
within the provisions. This means that, in practice, the exemption is of 
limited application to charities with total incoming resources of more than 
£200,000, since the “requisite limit” for these charities will always be the 
overall upper limit of £50,000. Given that, in the case of trading income, the 
requisite limit applies to turnover not profit, the exemption will rarely be 
applicable to ‘larger’ charitable organisations. Such organisations will be 
required to treat this income as taxable or seek to restructure their 
activities, for example by using a non-charitable subsidiary. Whilst using a 
non-charitable subsidiary may enable the charity to mitigate a tax liability 
there will usually be an administrative cost associated with this structure.  
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3.3 Representation and cost to Government 

 

The tax exemption for the profits of small-scale trades was first introduced 
more than a decade ago in Section 46 FA 2000, before being re-written to 
ITA 2007 and CTA 2010 respectively. Since 2000 there has been no 
increase, inflationary or otherwise, to the “requisite limit” now defined in 
Section 482(6) CTA 2010 and Section 528(6) ITA 2007. 
 
Furthermore, since the Comprehensive Spending Review of 2010, the level 
of Government subsidy has reduced by 63%. However, the need for new 
social housing and the Government’s commitment to delivering further 
affordable housing remains the same. Consequently housing associations 
undertaking social housing developments have increasingly needed to 
resort to commercial ventures to cross-subsidise their core activity.  
 
It is our view that when defining the “requisite limit” for the purposes of the 
tax exemption in Section 482 CTA 2010 and Section 528 ITA 2007, the 
overall upper limit of £50,000 should be increased. 

 

 

4. Extend a reduced rate of VAT to the renovation of social housing 

 

4.1 Recommendation  
 

That a reduced VAT rate of five per cent be introduced for services 
provided to housing associations for the renovation of social housing.  

 

4.2 Representation and cost to Government  

 

There is currently scope for the reduced VAT rate to be applied to the 
renovation of housing as part of a social policy within Annex III of the EU 
VAT Directive 2006/112 but the scope of which is limited within UK 
legislation.  
 
Allowing an extension of the existing reduced rate reliefs should assist in 
the delivery of such works to more properties, improving not only the quality 
of the housing provision but also assisting in meeting social housing need. 

 

 
5. Extend the reduced rate of VAT to the installation, maintenance or repair of heating 

equipment to housing associations. 
  

5.1 Recommendation  
 

That a reduced VAT rate of five per cent be introduced for all heating works 
to residential dwellings owned by housing associations and occupied by 
qualifying persons, that result in improvements to energy efficiency.  

 
5.2 Background  

 
There is currently a reduced VAT rate on the installation, maintenance and 
repairing of central heating for qualifying persons grant funded by a 
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relevant scheme. The National Housing Federation and their professional 
advisors have carried out an exercise with housing associations that 
collectively hold more than 10% of total housing stock in the UK. On 
average over 70% of housing association tenants would be qualifying 
persons (as defined in Schedule 7A of VAT Act 1994) but these tenants 
cannot benefit from the reduced rate because housing associations are not 
entitled to the reduced rate, thereby increasing fuel poverty.  
 
New build housing association homes are already built to higher quality 
standards than the private sector, with 92% of all new homes built by 
housing associations achieving a“very good‟ or better EcoHomes 
assessment rating for 2006-2008. Providers are also required to build 
homes to higher energy efficiency standards as part of the new Code for 
Sustainable Homes. A reduced VAT rate would act as a powerful incentive 
for them to complete more work to improve the energy efficiency of existing 
homes which comprise the majority of their stock and is therefore the 
greatest challenge. It is estimated that two thirds of the 2050 housing stock 
has already been built. 
 
In addition to the environmental impact, a reduced rate of VAT would assist 
housing associations to perform retrofit and energy efficiency upgrades to 
the homes of the poorest members of society. Performing more of these 
improvements and sooner, will reduce tenants‘ fuel bills and help to lift 
tenants out of fuel poverty.   
 

5.3 Representation and cost to Government  
 

Previous Budgets have introduced measures to promote energy efficiency 
in the home and we recognise that there is already a reduced rate of VAT 
on the installation of a range of energy saving materials. However, housing 
associations are currently required to pay VAT at 20% on the vast majority 
of central heating replacements, repairs and maintenance costs, but as 
social housing rents are an exempt supply for VAT purposes, the VAT they 
pay cannot be recovered.  
 
We believe a reduction of VAT to 5% on all works not currently attracting a 
reduced rate that result in an improved SAP rating, will enable housing 
associations to better assist Government to promote greater energy 
efficiency. A reduced rate would act as a powerful incentive for housing 
associations to do even more work to improve the energy efficiency of 
existing homes and thereby help reduce carbon emissions.  
 
The reduced rate will also help housing associations to alleviate fuel 
poverty as improvements to the energy performance of their existing stock 
will help to reduce tenants‘ fuel bills. Statistics from the Department for 
Energy and Climate Change (DECC) estimate that in 2009, 762,000 
households from the social housing sector were in fuel poverty – more 
proportionally than any other sector. Extending the reduced rate will further 
help the Government to achieve its target of eradicating fuel poverty by 
2016.  
 
The Federation has conducted a survey of a sample of housing 
associations that collectively hold more than 10%of social housing homes 
in the UK (based on audited housing association accounts in UK during 
2009/2010).  
 
It established that, of the estimated spend on energy saving replacement of 
heating, 70% of the tenants would be a qualifying person as defined by the 
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legislation. The expected spend in 2011 for the housing associations 
surveyed was more than £106 million and, if the reduced rate was applied 
to those eligible as qualifying persons, the VAT saving would be 
approximately £11.2 million. On an estimated spend per unit of £3,374 
(based on Green Power Forum 2009 research) a reduced rate would have 
resulted in a further 3,330 homes having their heating replaced in 2011.  
 
A reduction to 5% by the UK could also be another step towards achieving 
European Community agreement for a further drop to zero carbon. Annex 
III of EU VAT Directive 2006/112 on the common system of value added 
tax states that member states may apply the reduced rate for supply of 
these services as part of their social policy.  
 
The cost to the Exchequer will be reduced by the additional VAT housing 
associations will incur as they increase the replacement of heating in more 
homes.  
 
We consider that the current legislation could be easily amended in Note1 
(1) of Group 3 Schedule 7A VAT Act 1994 so that it reads “funded by a 
grant made under a relevant scheme or to a housing association on behalf 
of a tenant who is a qualifying person”.  

 

 

6. Extend the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) exemptions for housing associations 

 

6.1 Recommendation 

 
That the SDLT exemption for not-for-profit registered providers in Section 
71 Finance Act 2003 (as amended by Finance Act 2009) should be 
extended to enable relief to apply in circumstances where the transaction is 
not funded with the assistance of public subsidy. 

 

    6.2 Background 

As currently drafted, Section 71 Finance Act 2003 (amended by Finance 
Act 2009) provides SDLT exemption for a not-for-profit registered provider 
(and some for-profit registered providers in limited cases) in respect of land 
transactions where certain conditions are satisfied. In particular the 
exemption will apply where the transaction is funded with the assistance of 
public subsidy, i.e. housing grant, re-cycled grant or HCA funding. The 
introduction of this relief was aligned to the Government’s policy to exempt 
from SDLT land acquired for development as social housing.  
 
In the current economic environment the level of grant available has 
significantly reduced. However, the need for new social housing and the 
Government’s commitment to delivering further affordable housing remains 
the same. Consequently housing associations wishing to undertake social 
housing developments are required to fund such developments without 
housing grant. In particular, many housing schemes are being designated 
as “nil grant schemes” as part of the planning process which means that 
housing associations are unable to allocate grant to these schemes even if 
it were available e.g. re-cycled housing grant.  
 
As a result of these restrictions and the reduction in the level of grant 
available, many transactions that might previously have benefited from 
SDLT exemption under Section 71, having been funded with the assistance 
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of public subsidy, are no longer within the scope of the provisions, 
notwithstanding that the activities of the housing association remain the 
same. Whilst housing associations with charitable status may be able to 
claim SDLT charities relief if the relevant conditions are satisfied, this 
alternative relief will clearly not be available to non-charitable housing 
associations.    
 
In this case, SDLT represents an additional cost of the development of 
social housing that would not previously have been incurred by the housing 
association - this has a direct impact on the financial viability of the project, 
and consequently, the number of social housing units that can be delivered. 

 

6.3 Representation and cost to Government 

 
SDLT exemption in relation to land acquired for development as social 
housing is critical to the delivery of further affordable housing units. The 
lack of housing grant and the restrictions on its application to certain 
schemes now means that the existing mechanism for providing this SDLT 
relief has all but disappeared and the relief is only available in certain 
limited circumstances, where, for example, a housing association is buying 
land directly from a local authority. As a result, transactions that would 
previously have benefited from exemption are now subject to SDLT often at 
the higher rate of 4%. 
 
The existing SDLT exemption for housing associations should be extended 
to enable relief to be claimed even where no housing grant is used to fund 
the purchase. 

 


